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e have a new
baby in the
Bonnin family, always a
cause for celebration.
I like to give books for
baby gifts and was
pondering what to
buy for baby Elora.
Husband John
suggested The Lorax,
one of my all-time
favorite children’s
stories, but I am pretty
sure I gave that one to Elora’s older sister. I thought of A House
for Hermit Crab, another crowd pleaser, but then son Zack
piped in “what about The Great Kapok Tree, that was one of my
favorite books when I was a little kid and one that informed
my environmental consciousness.” Sold, The Great Kapok Tree
it was! When the book arrived I had to read it. Hard to believe
that after having read that book to my boys hundreds of times
I needed a refresher. It didn’t take long though to send me
back to the Amazon Rain Forest and the gorgeously illustrated
tale in which a man tasked with chopping down a Kapok
tree is visited by the animals who live amongst the leaves
and branches and beg him not to destroy their home. While
he rests in the shade of the tree, each of the forest creatures
emerges and whispers in his ear why the tree is so valuable. A
snake hisses how the tree was his ancestral homeland, a jaguar
purrs that his food lives in the tree, and a bee hums that the
flowers provide her with pollen. Other animals murmur how
the tree provides oxygen, how the roots protect the soil from
washing away in heavy rains, and that the tree is a specimen
of beauty. Finally, an anteater says to the man “What happens
tomorrow depends on what you do today.” When the man
awakens, all the organisms are staring at him. Their whispers
and pleas deeply imprinted in his conscious and crystallized
his decision to stand up, drop the ax and walk out of the
rain forest. All these years later, I still love this environmental
success tale and its profound message.
We don’t have a rain forest here in southern California, but we
do have an abundant, dynamic underwater forest right here
at Crystal Cove State Park. Most people never venture below

the surface of the ocean and aren’t familiar with the lushness
of the Kelp forest, but in ideal conditions, kelp can grow up
to 18” a day towering above the ocean floor and acting like
trees in a forest by providing food and shelter for thousands of
species from tiny invertebrates to marine mammals. Former
Orange Coast District Superintendent and Dive Team Safety
Officer Kenny Kramer was recently diving amidst the dense
canopy off of Scotchman’s Cove at a depth of about 20’ and
sent along some dazzling photos he took of both an adult
and a juvenile garibaldi and as Kenny said, their “sleeping
roommate” the Leopard shark. In Nature’s Jewels, while
Garibaldi

(Hypsypops rubicundus)

Leopard Shark

(Triakis semifasciata)
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referring to our California State Marine Fish, I wrote: These
round, chunky damselfish with shocking yellow eyes emerge
through dark reefs and brown kelp, like a jolt of glowing
orange. The juvenile garibaldis are even more vibrant with a
richer orange and sparkling spots of blue. The garibaldi’s vivid
coloration may serve as an adaptation to warn intruders or
potential predators that these territorial fish fiercely defend
their turf. Maybe the Leopard shark was a threat? Probably
not tough as these harmless, timid sharks who grow up to 5-6
feet long and are visible in large numbers cruising the shallow
waters during summer feed on crustaceans, worms, and other
mud dwelling invertebrates, not garibaldi. Kenny’s photos, the
amazing water clarity, not to mention the water temperature
which has been hovering around 75 degrees, has inspired me
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to get out my mask and snorkel
and dive into the Kelp forest to
take in this beautiful ecosystem
and look for the garibaldi and
the Leopard sharks myself.

California Polypody

(Polypodium californicum)

Although the Kelp forest is the
only true forest found in the
park, way back along Moro
Canyon in the Oak Woodland
plant community sitting pretty
amongst the oaks, willows
and sycamores is a lush fern
grove associated more with
a moist shady forest. On one
Laurel Gifford
of our Friday hikes our interp
team stumbled upon rows of
California polypody which appears with the first winter
rains and disappears during the dry summer months. I’m not
sure then why these small, herbaceous perennial ferns are
still abundant in this hot, dry summer, but they are plentiful
in the shade amongst Laurel Sumac shrubs and Blackberry
bushes. In addition to seeing the lovely ferns we came across
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a leafless tree that was awash
with a beautiful yellow lichen.
Unlike ferns which are vascular
plants, lichens are considered
“composite organisms” whose
general structure is created
from a combo of algae and
fungus and get their water and
nutrients from the surrounding
environment through air and
rain rather than from roots. The
fungal component of the lichen
anchors it to a rock or a log and
the algal component provides
the photosynthesis. According
to botanist Ron Vanderhoff our
unknown yellow lichen looked to
him like a species called Candelaria concolor or Candleflame
lichen which is a “crustose lichen and generally grows on the
bark and wood of shrubs and trees in coastal sage scrub and
chaparral plant communities and seems to especially like
deciduous plants or defoliated sections.” Lichens are bizarre
organisms and no two are alike, but one way to remember
their composition is by reciting the ditty: Alice Algae and Freddy
Fungus took a “lichen” to each other and lived happily ever after.
The same day we saw the ferns and the lichen we saw a
California Dogface Butterfly. Aside
from being the official California State
Insect this beautiful butterfly displays
a dramatic example of sexual
dimorphism, a condition
in which there
is a distinct
difference in size
or appearance
between the
sexes of an animal.
California Dogface
Sexual dimorphism
Butterfly
(Zerene eurydice)
can manifest in many
Peter Bryant
interesting ways such as size, coloration,
behavior and the presence of secondary sex characteristics
like tail feathers, breasts or antlers. In the case of the Dogface
Butterfly, the female has just one color– pale cream – on all its
four wings, and a small black dot on each, whereas the male is
much brighter and colorful and has an intricate design on its
forewings. Other dramatic examples exist with animals found
in the park including the Northern Elephant Seal who is so
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named because of the males’ large
proboscises that slightly resemble
an elephant’s trunk. The evolution
of this bulbous schnoz has less to
do with their appearance and more
to do with the fact that the organ
is capable of emitting an incredibly
loud roar during mating season. In
the bird world, males and females
often have such extreme differences
in their plumages that they seem
to be two different species such as
the Mandarin Duck or the Peafowl.
It’s not always about color though.
In some cases, sexual dimorphism
allows males and females to
exploit different food resources,
which improves their chances of
finding food. Some woodpeckers,
for example, have differentlysized and shaped beaks which
enables the sexes to find insects in
different layers of a tree’s bark. With
insects it’s often about size since
the females lay huge numbers of
eggs and therefore often have a
bigger body. For more extreme examples, check out images
of Mandrills (size,) Orange-tip Butterflies (color) and the crazy
ornamentation of the male Ringneck Pheasant.
California Coastal Cleanup Day is
going to be a little bit different this
year. Normally at this time we would
be marketing our big cleanup event
by inviting people down to the beach
on the 3rd Saturday of September
to participate in the largest beach
cleaning event in the world (yep,
normally 90 countries are involved in
what is billed International Coastal
Cleanup Day.) The last few years
nearly 300 people joined us at this annual event, but for safety
reasons, there are no large, centrally organized cleanup sites.
Instead, the campaign has taken a more individual approach
and the California Coastal Commission is asking people to
”Protect Your Happy Place” and to focus their efforts on cleaning
their own neighborhoods, local parks, streets, and storm drains
instead. For more information on how to report findings by

using the Clean Swell app or a data
card, click here.
And what to do with all that trash
collected? Well, if I was an arty type
I would create interesting crafts just
like architect Ron Yeo of Corona del
Mar did with his findings by turning
“trash into treasures.” Earlier this
year I visited an exhibit at Sherman
Library called Jungle Junk Critters
in which Yeo used found objects
such as broken toys, handheld
vacuum cleaners and other trash
that he finds on the beach and in
the alleyways near his home to
create sculpture. Woven through the
exhibit was a snake made of bottle
caps and a bird fabricated from a
milk jug, snorkel and window blinds.
He designed a crab with a sand
bucket serving as an exoskeleton
and a sloth who had a coffee can for
a head with legs from a TV tray, nails
for claws, and a body fashioned from
a pillow. All the sculptures were very
clever, and although I enjoyed the ingenuity and creativity
of using discarded rubbish to make art, the accompanying
statistics were rather depressing.
One placard read: “In the Los Angles area alone, 10 metric
tons of plastic fragments, like grocery bags, straws, and soda
bottles – are carried into the Pacific Ocean every day.” Another
placard emphasized:
“The average person eats 70,000 microplastics each year.
That works out to about 100 bits of microplastics over the
course of just one meal, according to a study published in
Environmental Pollution.” Much of the art was created from
plastic waste, of which there are exorbitant quantities on our
beaches and in our oceans. In fact Heal the Bay reports: “We
are in the midst of a plastic pollution crisis. If we continue on
with business as usual, we can expect to see a 40% increase
in plastic production over the next decade, and more plastic
than fish in our oceans by 2050.” So even without an official
beach cleanup this September, we can all get out and make a
difference by picking up one, two, or a hundred pieces of trash.
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Every piece counts. Just like in the Starfish Story, which if you
don’t know, is surely worth a read. Click here.
Summer doesn’t officially end for another month, but with
students going “back to school,” whatever that may mean in
these strange times, soon the park will be emptying out…a
bit. Yesterday I was at Kaiser Hospital and noticed a banner
that read: Not All Heroes Wear Capes. What flashed in my mind
were images of our park staff who have worked tirelessly and
painstakingly to accommodate the huge influx of visitors
and the consequent impact. I envisioned Stetson hats on
our intrepid Peace Officers, red or blue swim trunks on our
ever watchful lifeguards, and our good ol’ uniform shirt
emblazoned with the symbol of California State Parks on all
our hardworking (and I mean hardworking) maintenance crew

and park aides. It has been a summer like none other and our
staff at Crystal Cove State Park deserves kudos for keeping this
park running efficiently sometimes under some pretty tough
circumstances (trash piled up to the sky, cars idling along
PCH waiting for an open parking spot.) So, to my fellow park
staff I say “huzzah” for doing an extraordinary job and
remember...

“The only difference between a good day
and a bad day is your attitude!”
See you in the park!
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